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Take your time. Master the technique. Practice makes Perfect.
Take your time with this process. Read through this guide before packing away your tent. The
more time you spend folding away, the smaller and neater the pack size will be.
Once you understand and master the technique, the quicker you will become at folding and
packing away.
TIP! Keep the inner door half open to allow trapped air to escape. Zip the outer door fully.
IMPORTANT: Ensure tent is dry before packing. Pack a micro towel.
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Gently grasp the
fiber poles either
side of the joint
marked 1 and 2
and pull away to
open.

Keep central hub upright at all times when
folding the legs. Carefully open/unlock lower
joint and fold leg in towards central hub.
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Keep Central
Hub Upright

Buckle Strap

Keep central hub upright.
Neatly fold fabric towards central hub.
Fold door side fabric first.

Keep Central
Hub Upright

Keep central hub upright.
Continue folding legs in towards central hub.
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Neatly fold fabric excess fabric..

Feel for leg (inside material). Raise up towards
central hub..

6A
There are 2 methods to fold all four legs
towards the central hub.
1. If you are comfortable standing, please
refer to 6A - see carry case instructions
for further details. Neatly fold excess
fabric as you go.
Or
2. If you have trouble holding all legs in
postion when standing, please skip 6A
and move onto 6B.

OR

Continue to hold the central hub upright and
feel for the remaining legs and lift towards hub.
If you can not hold all legs, see step 6B.
Otherwise lay on ground and proceed to step 7

6B
Fabric fold.
Fold leg between gap
up to hub

Central hub
Fold one leg including hub to opposite leg..
If you feel restriction STOP. Check the
joints are not being restricted.

Fold the 2 remaining legs in towards hub.
Careful to ensure legs remain parallel with
ground and between the fabric fold..
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Central hub
Neatly spread and fold excess fabric. Keep
legs together as pictured above.
Proceed to fold material over legs..
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Gently apply downward pressure to release
air.
NB. Avoid downward pressure to frame.
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Feel for the edge of legs (wrapped inside
material).
Roll whilst gently applying pressure to
relieve any trapped air.. Think Swiss Roll!

Place rolled tent onto buckle strap and
clip together.
Insert into carry case and store in a cool dry
place. Do not place heavy objects ontop
of stored tent.

Be sure to download and read the
Initial Setup Guide
which offers tips and advice, here:
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www.slumit.co.uk/Slumit-Read-Before-Install.pdf
www.slumit.co.uk/help
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